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ALEKSANDROV. P. S., et (I/. 1981. IZABE~LA BRIGOR’EVNA BASHMAKOVA. Muremrtiku v Shl&lr 
1981, 73-74. In Russian. MR 83h:Ol064. (ACL) #12.4.1 
ALEXANDERSON. G. L. 1983. Ars expositionis: Euler as writer and teacher. Mcrthemcrric~.s Mtrxcr- 
zine 56, 274-278. A recommendation of the readability of LEONHARD EULER. (ACL) #12.4.2 
ALEXITS, G. 1980. The world of JANOS BOLYAI. Mutemutikui Lupok 28, l-9. In Hungarian. MR 
83h:OlO40. (ACL) #12.4.3 
ANDREW% GEORGE E. 1983. Euler’s pentagonal number theorem. Ma~hemutics Muxuzine 56,279- 
284. LEONHARD EULER. PARTITIONS. (ACL) 7f12.4.4 
ANONYMOUS. 1981. In memory of corresponding member of the USSR Academy of Sciences 
ANATOLII ILLARIONOVICH SHIRSHOV. Silk&ii Mut~mcrtic~ll~~.~lii Zhrrrnul 22, 225-228. In Russian. 
MR 83h:Ol089. (ACL) #12.4.5 
BEKEMEIER, BERND. 1985. Padagogisch motivierte Uberlegungen einer Neubegrundung der 
Mathematik im fruhen 19. Jahrhundert-Martin Ohms ‘Versuch eines vollkommen konsequen- 
ten Systems der Mathematik’ von 1822. In #12.4.76. pp. 61-64. Summary of a talk. Pedagogical con- 
siderations of a new foundation of mathematics in the early nineteenth century. MARTIN OHM. 
(ACL) #12.4.6 
BERRY, JOHN W. 1985. Canadian Society for the History and Philosophy of Mathematics, annual 
meeting 1984. HM 12, 161-164. (ACL) #12.4.7 
BIEHLER. ROLF. 1985. Zur historischen Entwicklung der Theorien statistischen Testens-Mathe- 
matische Forschungsprogramme und ihr sich wandelnder Anwendungsbezug. In #/2.4.76. pp. 85-94. 
The historical development of STATISTICAL TESTS-Mathematical research programs and their chang- 
ing applications. (ACL) #12.4.X 
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BIERMANN. KURT-R. 1985. ijber Stigmata der Kreativitiit bei Mathematikern des 17. bis 19. 
Jalrhunderts. Rosrocker Muthemotischeu Kolloyuirrm 27, S-22. The characteristics of CREATIVITY in 
mllthematicians from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. (ACL) #12.4.9 
BOGNAR, M., AND SZENTHE, J. 1977-1980. The mathematical work of HENRI POINCAR~. Mare- 
m ztikai Lupok 28, 269-286. In Hungarian. MR 83h:OlO65. (ACL) #12.4.10 
B+)oss, BERNHEIM, AND H@YRUP, JENS. 1984. Von Mutlrrmcrtik und Krieg. iiher die Bedectlrrng 
UCI n Riistrtng rrnd militiirischen Anforderungen fiir die Eniwicklrrng der Muthemutik in Ge.schichte rtnd 
G~~genn~rt. Schriftenreihe Wissenschaft und Frieden. I. Marburg: Bund demokratischer Wissens- 
chaftler. 66 pp. 6 DM. “On mathematics and war: The significance of armament and MILITARY 
requirements for the development of mathematics in history and the present.” The revised and 
de finitive version of the item abstracted in #I I. I. IO. (ACL) #12.4.11 
BIWINS, EVERT M. 1980. On the history of LOGARITHMS: Biirgi, Napier, Briggs, de Decker, Vlacq. 
HJygens. Junrrs 67, 241-260. MR 83i:OlO24. (ACL) #12.4.12 
B JRCKHARDT. J. J. 1983. LEONHARD EULER, 1707-1783. Murhemutics Muguzine 56, 262-273. 
(PCL) #12.4.13 
& JRSCHEID. H. J. 1985. Eine Schulenbildung unter den Gymnasialdidaktikern des ausgehenden 19. 
Ja hrhundert. In #12.4.76. pp. 123-135. The development of a school among the gymnasium teachers 
oi the end of the nineteenth century. HISTORIOGRAPHY. PARADIGM. INFINITESIMAL CALCUL.US. 
(,&CL) #12.4. I4 
CHATTERII, S. D., ef ul., EDS. 1985. Juhrbuch iiberblicke Muthemarik 1985. MannheimiWieni 
Z irich: Bibliographisches Institut. I95 pp. Illustrated. Paperbound 44 DM. Mathematical Surveys. 
Vol. 18. G. Schubring’s contribution is abstracted in #12.3.83. Papers by I. Feny& H. Mehrtens, 
J,Weissinger. H. Freudenthal. P. Pizzamiglio. and S. D. Chatterji are abstracted here separately. 
(IiCL) #12.4.15 
CHATTERII, S. D. 1985. Non-commutative analysis and geometry: The work of ALAIN CONNES, 
Fields medalist 1982. In #12.4.15, pp. 179-182. (ACL) #12.4.16 
CHATTERJI, S. D. 1985. On the publication of collected or selected works. In #/2.4./5, pp. 183- 
1’35. On the value of CoLLEcTED WORKS, complete or selected. Appended is a bibliography of about 85 
cm jllected or selected works of nineteenth or twentieth century mathematicians published in the period 
1’)70-1984. (ACL) #12.4. I7 
CHERNIKOV, S. N., ZAITSEV, D. I., AND SYSAK, YA. P. 1981. 0. Yu. SHMIDT and group theory. 
I’kruinskii Matematicheskii Zhurnul 33, 700-703. MR 83h:Ol071. (ACL) #12.4.18 
CIAMEROW, PETER. 1985. Historische Analysen zur Entstehung des arithmetischen Denkens. In 
# 12.4.76. pp. 26-29. Summary of talk. Historical analysis of the emergence of MATHEMATICAL 
1 HOUCHT. (ACL) #12.4.19 
C IAWSON, JOHN W. 1984. Kurt Giidel in sharper focus. The Muthernuticul fntelligencer 6(4), 9-17. 
I’he KURT G~DEL Nuchluss. (ACL) #12.4.20 
TIE CASTRO BRZEZICKI, A. 1979. Patricia Pefialver y  Bachiller. [In Spanish] Rev&u Muthemarica 
Efispuno-Americuna 39, 3-5. Obituary of P. PeAalver y  Bachiller (1889-1979). one of the founders of 
t le SOCIEDAD MATEMATICO ESPANOLA in 191 I. MR 83g:OlO47. (ACL) #12.4.21 
[)UGAC, PIERRE. 1984. Georg Cantor et Henri PoincarC. Bollettino di Sforiu de//e Scienze Mu/e- 
rlxztiche 4, 65-96. How HENRI POINCARB learned of, and reacted lo. the theory of classes of GEORG 
C:ANTOR. An appendix provides transcriptions and French translations of two letters from Cantor to 
B,oincar& written in 1896. (ACL) #12.4.22 
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EDWARDS, HAROLD M. 1983. Euler and QuADaxrIc RECIPROCITY. Muthemuticx Mu,tyr:inc, 56, 
285-291. LEONHARD EULER. (ACL) #1?.4.23 
ERD~S. PAUL. AND DUDLEY. UNDERWOOD. 1983. Some remarks and problems in number theory 
related to the work of Euler. Marhemutics Mugu~inc 56, 292-298. LEONHARD EUI.ER. (ACL) 
# 17.4.74 
FELLMANN. EMIL A. 1985. ijber einige mathematische Sujets im Briefwechsel Leonhard Eulers 
mit Johann Bernoulli. Verhundhrngen N~twfbrschende GeseNschuj” Busel95. I39- 160. On mathemat- 
ical topics in the correspondence of LEONHARD EULER with JOHANN BERNOULLI. Included are loga- 
rithms of negative numbers, geodetic lines, the gamma function. series. and differential equations. 
(ACL) #17.4.25 
FENY~, I. 1985. Leonardo da Vinci als Mathematiker. In #12.4.15. pp. 57-82. LEONARDO DA 
VINCI as a mathematician. (ACL) #12.4.26 
FLOCON, A. 1973. Wentzel Jamnitzer: perspectiva corporum regularium. In Scirnces de Iu Renuis- 
sunc’e. pp. 143-151. Paris: Vrin. WENTZEL JAMNITZER: PERSPECTIVE of regular solids.’ (ACL) 
#12.4.37 
FREUDENTHAL. HANS. 1985. Wissenschaftliche Strukturen und Wissenschaftsstrukturen in ihrer 
Beziehung zum Unterricht. In #/2.4.76. pp. 6-9. Summary of talk. Muthemutics Educution. (ACL) 
#12.4.2X 
FREUDENTHAL, HANS. 1985. Ein seltsamer Gast in Weimar. In #12.1.15. pp. 131-138. A singular 
guest in Weimar. L.-A.-J. QUETELET and GOETHE. (ACL) #1X4.29 
GOLDSTEIN, BERNARD R. 1985. The “Asfronomy” of Levi hen Gerson (1288-1344): u c.riricul 
edition of Chupters 1-20 with frunslafion und commentury. Studies in the History of Mathematics and 
Physical Sciences, Il. New York/Berlin/Heidelberg/Tokyo: Springer. xi + 308 pp. Illustrated. $68.00. 
LEVI BEN GERSON’S Hebrew text is characterized in the Preface: “The Ptolemaic tradition is subjected 
to a profound critique based on the idea that the planetary models must conform both to Levi’s own 
observations as well as those of the ancients, and the claim that astronomical theory must be philo- 
sophically sound.” (ACL) #12.4.30 
GRAY. JEREMY. 1981. Les trois supplCments au MCmoire de Poincart, Ccrit en 1880, sur les fonc- 
tions fuchsiennes et les equations diffkrentielles. Cnmptes Rendus Acudemie Sciences Puris Vie 
Acude’mique 293 (No. 8-12, suppl.), 87-90. Description of three unpublished papers by H. POINCARI? 
written in 1880 on FUCHSIAN FUNCTIONS and DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. MR 83g:OlO27. (ACL) 
#12.4.31 
GRIESEL, HEINZ. 1985. ldeengeschichtliche Stringe in der deutschen Rechendidaktik. In #12.4.76. 
pp. 150-160. Summary of a talk. History-of-idea strands in German CALCULATION teaching. (ACL) 
#12.4.32 
HARDING, 1. 1985. 1889, Griindung des pidagogischen lnstituts von Chile-die deutschen Do- 
zenten in Mathematik. In #12.4.76, pp. 101-107. The founding in 1889 of the pedagogical institute of 
CHILE-the German lecturers in mathematics. (ACL) #12.4.33 
HENTSCHKE, G&Z. 1985. Mathematische Unterrichtswerke und ihre Geschichte. In #/2.4.76. pp. 
114-l 17. SCHOOL-TEXTS and their history. (ACL) #12.4.34 
HBYRUP, JENS. 1985. Varieties of mathematical discourse in pre-modern socio-cultural contexts: 
Mesopotamia, Greece, and the Latin Middle Ages. An homage to Dirk Struik on the beginning of his 
tenth decade. Science & Society 49, 4-41. An investigation of the global STYLES OF MATHEMATICAL 
THOUGHT in relation to the professional environment and the general socio-cultural background. A 
preliminary version was abstracted in #I I. I .38. (ACL) #12.4.35 
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H~YRUP, JENS. See #12.4.11. 
JAI~NKE, H. N. 1985. Historische Bemerkungen zur indirekten Anwendung der Wissenschaften. 
In #12.4.76, pp. 48-53. Summary of a talk. Historical remarks on the indirect APPLICATION OF 
SC ENCE. (ACL) # 12.4.36 
JEIIEMANN, HANS R. 1982. Zur Geschichte der Substitutionswagung und der Substitutionswaage. 
TeI~hnikgeschichte 49, 89-131, 176. On the history of substitution WEIGHING and substitution BAL- 
AN-E. C. F. GAUSS. MR 83i:OlO29. (ACL) #12.4.37 
KP ISER, GABRIELE. 1985. Die Bedeutung von Anwendungen in der Lietzmann’schen Didaktik. In 
#1!.4.76, pp. 161-167. Summary of a talk. The significance of applications in the Lietzmann teaching 
prclgram. W. LIETZMANN. (ACL) #12.4.38 
Kt INE, MORRIS. 1983. Euler and infinite series. Murhemutics Muguzine 56, 307-314. LEONHARD 
Et LER. SERIES. (ACL) #12.4.39 
KBIAPP, HANS-GEORG. 1985. Gedanken zum besseren Verstandnis der mathematischen Sprache in 
plr losophisch-historischer Sicht. In #/2.4.76. pp. 10-14. Summary of talk. Towards a better under- 
standing of MATHEMATICAL LANGUAGE. (ACL) # 12.4.40 
KDIORR, WILBUR R. 1981. On the early history of AxtoMArrcs: The interaction of mathematics and 
pH losophy in GREEK antiquity. In Pisu Conference (1978) Proceedings, editors J. Hintikka et ul., pp. 
l4i-186. Dordrecht: D. Reidel. (ACL) #12.4.41 
KI~ORR, WILBUR R. 1982. Ancient sources of ihe medieuut trudirion of mechanics: Greek, Aruhic 
unzl Lutin studies of the bulunce. Monograph no. 6, supplement to Annuli dell’lstiruto e Museo di 
Stlwiu de//u Scienzu. 218 pp. MECHANICS. (ACL) #12.4.42 
K~IORR, WILBUR R. 1983. Construction as existence proof in ANCIENT GEOMETRY. Ancienf philos- 
ophy 3, 125-148. (ACL) #12.4.43 
KIXJSKAL, WILLIAM, AND MOSTELLER, FREDERICK. 1980. Representative SAMPLING. IV. The 
hit tory of the concept in statistics, 1895-1939. Internutionul Sfutistical Review, 48, 169-195. 
M’P 83h:Ol057. (ACL) #12.4.44 
LI.BORDE, COLETTE. 1985. Punkt, Gerade, Strecke-alte Gegenstande der Geometrie. In 
#, 2.4.76, pp. 108-I 13. Summary of a talk. Point, line, line segment-ancient objects of GEOMETRY. 
(ACL) # 12.4.45 
L,&BORDE, JEAN-MARIE. 1985. Hinweise fur eine mogliche andere Interpretation der Begriffe 
Stetigkeit und Konvergenz bei Cauchy. In #f2.4.76. pp. 44-47. Summary of a talk. Towards another 
in erpretation of CONTINUITY and CONVERGENCE in A. L. CAUCHY. (ACL) # 12.4.46 
LI:IBNIZ. G. W. 1984-1985. Lettres et opuscules de physique et de metaphysique du jeune Leibniz 
(1~563-1671). Sciences et Techniques en perspective 6, I-107. Translation into French by R. Violette, 
Ptofessor of History of Philosophy at the University of Nantes, of Leibniz’s early letters and smaller 
WI rks on physics and metaphysics. Translator’s preface pp. 7-10. (ACL) #12.4.47 
LI~HMANN, INGRID. 1985. Sculpadagogische und Curriculare Aspekte der Reorganisation der 
Mathematik zum allgemeinbildenden Schulfach. In #/2.4.76. pp. 54-60. Summary of a talk. Pedagogi- 
ca I and curricular aspects of the reorganization of mathematics into a general-educational subject. 
HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS EDUCATION. (ACL) #1X4.48 
Li jTZEN, JESPER. 1983. Euler’s vision of a general partial differential calculus for a generalized kind 
of function. Mufhemafics Magazine 56, 299-306. THEORY OF DISTRIBUTIONS. LEONHARD EULER. 
(A CL) #12.4.49 
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MALLE, G. 1985. Kann man aus der Geschichte fur die Didaktik lernen? Ein Beispiel: der Zahlbe- 
griff. In #12.4.76. pp. 173-176. Summary ofa talk. Can one learn something from history for teaching‘? 
An example: the concept of number. NEGATIVE NUMBERS. (ACL) #12.4.50 
MEDVEDEV, F. A. 1981. On the problem of COMPLETENESS in the theories of real numbers. [In 
Russian] Voprusy Istorii E.~tcstw~nun;iu i T&m&i 1981(l), 106-107. On the 1872 papers of Heine, 
Cantor. Dedekind, Me’ray, and Kossak. MR 83g:Ol35. (ACL) #12.4.51 
MEHRTENS, H. 1985. Die “Gleichschaltung” der mathematischen Gesellschaften im nationalso- 
zialistischen Deutschland. In #12.4./5, pp. 83-103. The “bringing-into-line” of the MATHEMATICAL 
SOCIETIES in national socialist GERMANY. (ACL) #12.4.52 
NETUKA. IVAN, AND VESELY, JIRI. 1980. F. RIESZ and the mathematics of the 20th century. [In 
Czech.] Pokroky Mutemutiky Fyzihy u Astronomie 25. 128-138. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS. MR 
83g:OlO77. (ACL) # 12.4.53 
PAPAMASTORAKIS, EMMANUIL. 1985. Die Anfange der Variationsrechnung. Summary of a talk. In 
#12.4.76, pp. 37-43. The beginnings of the CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS. (ACL) # 12.4.54 
PETRUSO. KARL M. 1985. Additive progression in prehistoric mathematics: A conjecture. HM 12, 
101-106. SERIES. (ACL) #1X4.55 
PETTINEO, BENEDETTO. 1981. The CIRCOLO MATEMATICO DI PALERMO and the PALERMO Mathe- 
matical School in the last century. Bolletino Unione Matemuticu Ituliunu A(5), 357-368. In Italian. 
MR 83h:01097. (ACL) #12.4.56 
PIZZAMIGLIO. P. 1985. An instrument of research on the history of mathematics. In #12.4.15. pp. 
175-177. The Biblioteca Carlo Vigano in Brescia, Italy is a RESEARCH COLLECTION of some 10,000 
volumes of original works (mainly sixteenth to eighteenth century) and secondary works in history of 
mathematics and physical sciences. (ACL) #12.4.57 
PYENSON, LEWIS. 1982. Mathematics, education, and the G~TTINGEN approach to physical reality, 
1890-1914. In Selected studies: physics-astrophysics, muthematics. history qf science. pp. 339-378. 
Amsterdam/New York: North-Holland. MR 831:01045. (ACL) #12.4.58 
RAKOTOZAFY HARISON, JEAN-BAPTISTE. 1984-1985. Quelques aspects de I’enseignement des 
mathematiques dans un pays du Tiers-Monde Madagascar. Sciences et Techniques en perspectiue 7. 
I-312. Mathematics TEACHING in MADAGASCAR reflects in part the fact the country was once a French 
colony. but also has distinctive features. In particular, this study is intended to be relevant to the 
question of how mathematics is taught in THIRD-WORLD countries. tACL) # 12.4.59 
RICHENHAGEN, GOTTFRIED. 1985. Angewandte Mathematik im Schatten der reinen Mathematik- 
Carl Runge (1856-1927) und die Numerik der Jahrhundertwende. In #/2.4.76, pp. 80-84. Summary of 
a talk. Applied mathematics in the shadow of pure mathematics-CARL RUNGE and numerical analysis 
at the turn of the century. (ACL) #12.4.60 
ROBERTSON. DEBRA, AND CROSS, J. J. 1985. PAUL DU BOIS-REYMOND. HM 12, 157. (ACL) 
#12.4.61 
ROBINS, GAY, AND SHUTE, CHARLES C. D. 1985. Mathematical bases of ancient EGYPTIAN 
ARCHITECTURE and GRAPHIC ART. HM 12, 107-122. (ACL) #12.4.62 
ROSSER, J. BARKLEY. 1984. Highlights of the history of the LAMBDA-CALCULUS. Annuls qf the 
History of Computing 6, 337-349. (ACL) #12.4.63 
ROWE, DAVID E. 1985. FELIX KLEIN’S “Erkunger Antrittsrede”: A transcription with English 
translation and commentary. HM 12, 123-141. (ACL) #12.4.64 
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R,JSSO, F. 1973. L’Ccole algebrique allemande de la Renaissance. In Sciences tfe lu Renuissunce. 
PII. 121-125. Paris: Vrin. The GERMAN ALGEBRAIC SCHOOL of the Renaissance. MR 83i:OlO23. 
(PCL) #12.4.65 
S iCKL, HERWIG. 1985. Zur Auseinandersetzung zwischen Arithmetisierung und Anschauung urn 
1’00. In #12.4.76, pp. 74-79. Summary of a talk. On the conflict between ARITI~METIZATION AND 
lb TUITION around 1900. (ACL) #12.4.66 
SI:ATTSCHNEIDER. DORIS. 1985. The mystery of the MAA logo. Muthemutics Maguzine 58, 18. 
Rj:sults of an investigation into the history and accuracy of the rendering of the MATHEMATICAL 
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA icosahedron logo. (ACL) # 12.4.67 
Q:HMIDT, SIECBERT. 1985. ijber die Rechendidaktik in den Rheinischen Lehrerseminaren im 19. 
.lJ.hrhundert. In #12.4.76. pp. 136-149. Teaching CALCULATION in Rheinland teaching seminars, 
l/119-1872. (ACL) #12.4.68 
SZHOLZ, ERHARD. 1985. Herbarts Einfluss auf Bernhard Riemann. In #12.4.76, pp. 70-73. Sum- 
rrary of a talk. J. F. HERBART’S influence on BERNHARD RIEMANN. (ACL) #12.4.69 
SZHUBRING, GERT. 1985. Gegensltze in den Mathematik-Auffassungen von Amateuren und Pro- 
fdssionellen: eine Fallstudie zu Kreisquadrierern im 19. Jahrhundert und deren lmplikationen fiir 
Cidaktik. In #12.4.76. pp. 65-69. Summary of a talk. Contrasts in the mathematical conceptions of 
anateurs and professionals: a case study of CIRCLE SQUARING in the nineteenth century and its 
iliplications for education. (ACL) #12.4.70 
QZHUBRING, GERT. 1985. Zur Geschichte der Entstehung des Mathematiklehrer-Berufs. Syste- 
n atische Hauptlinien und methodische Probleme inhaltsspezifischer Bildungsgeschichte. In #12.4.76, 
pp. 95-100. The rise of the MATHEMATICS-TEACHING PROFESSION. (ACL) #12.4.71 
SCRIBA, C. J. 1985. International Commission on the History of Mathematics meeting at the Berke- 
I( y Congress. HM 12, 158-159. (ACL) # 12.4.72 
SIMON, PETR. 1981. BERNARD BOLZANO and DIMENSION THEORY. Pokroky Motemutiky F.v;iky u 
Astronomie 26, 248-258. [In Czech] MR 83h:OlO48. (ACL) #12.4.73 
SPEZIALI, P. 1973. L’Ccole algtbriste italienne du XVle sihcle et la rCsolution des Cquations des 3e 
et 4e degrCs. In Sciences de /a Renuissunce, pp. 107-120. Paris: Vrin. The ITALIAN ALGEBRA school of 
tile sixteenth century and the solution of cubic and quartic equations. MR 83i:OlO23. (ACL) 
# 12.4.74 
STANILOV, G. 1980. The life and work of ALIPI MATEEV (1914-1979). Firiko-Mutemcrtichvsko 
Spisunie. Bulgursku Akudemiiu nu Nuukire 23(56), 143-150. [In Bulgarian] MR 83h:OlO81. (ACL) 
#l2.4.75 
STEINER, H.-G., AND WINTER, H.. EDS. 1985. M~rthe,norikdi~l~krik-Bil~~~n~.s~e.s~~t;(~hte- Wisscns- 
c huj?sgeschichte. IDM-Reihe Band 12. K(iln: Aulis Verlag. I76 pp. Summaries of twenty-six papers 
lfresented at a 1984 conference sponsored by the Gesellschaft fiir Didaktik der Mathematik and the 
lnstitut fiir Didaktik der Mathematik of Bielefeld University. The papers are individually abstracted. 
~~ATHEMATICAL EDUCATION. (ACL) #12.4.76 
Z’TIPANIC, ERNEST. 1980. Les notions de probabilitb dans quelques rCflexions de BoskoviC dans sa 
IhCorie de la philosophie naturelle. Matematicki Vesnik 4(17) (32), 245-249. The notions of PROBABIL- 
ITY in some reflections of BOSCOVICH in his theory of natural philosophy. MR 83h:01039. (ACL) 
# 12.4.77 
%TOLLER, DIETHELM. 1985. Die Geometrie des Sehens-Von der handwerklichen Technik zur 
tlathematischen Theorie. In #/2.4.76, pp. 31-36. Summary of a talk. The GEOMETRY OF VISION- 
from hand-craft technic to mathematical theory. (ACL) #12.4.78 
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STRoer. WALTEK. 1985. Aus den wissenschafthchen Anfangen Hermann Minkowskis. HM 12, 
142-156. HERMANN MINKOWSKI. (ACL) #12.4.79 
STRUVE, HURST. 1985. Historische und rationale Rekonstruktionen. In #/2.3.76. pp. 118-122. 
Summary of a talk. Historical and rational R~XONSTRUCTION. (ACL) #12.4.80 
TEODORESCU, ION D. 1980. First creators of the ROMANIAN school of mathematics. C;o:cto Mrr/c- 
mulicw (BII(./~csI) 85, 51-Q. MR 83h:Ol.OW. tACLt #12.4.81 
THIBAUT, GEORGE F. W. 1984. Mtrthrmc~iic~,s in rirr making in trnc~ierr~ Inditr. Calcutta/Delhi: K. P. 
Bagchi. Illustrated. xxii + 134 pp. Reprints of Thibaut’s essay “On the Vulva-sltras” (originally 
published in JASB /N75) and translation of the “Baudhayana Sulva-sutra” (originally published in the 
“Pandit”. 1875-77). Edited with an introduction by Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya. The introduction 
places this VEDIC work in the context of INDIAN history and justifies the book’s title. (ACLJ 
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